
7.2 Teaching notes

Unit 7  Language focus 2: Expressing preferences and contrasting ideas

Type of Activity: Pairwork: speaking

Aim: To practise the use of although, despite,
however, but, whereas, in spite, prefer, would
prefer and would rather.

Task: To match halves of sentences containing
the above structures and then discuss the
sentences. 

Preparation: Make one copy of the worksheet
for each group of pair of students. Cut up as
indicated.

Classroom Time: 30 minutes

Procedure

1 Ask the students to work in pairs and give out
one set of cards to each pair.

2 Tell the students that they must match the
beginning to the end of a sentence to make nine
sentences that are grammatically correct and
make sense.

3 When the students have done this check the
answers with the whole class.

4 Now ask the students to discuss each sentence
in pairs, saying whether they agree or disagree
with each statement.

Unit 7  Language focus 1: The present
perfect
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Unit 7  Language focus 2: Expressing preferences and contrasting ideas

rather than watch 
television at home.

Most people prefer eating out … to cooking at home.

British people are good at tennis in spite … of the wet climate.

Women can stand more pain despite … being physically weaker.

Although mobile phones are useful … they can be antisocial.

than buy things from the 
market.

whereas motor racing is 
very boring.

but people like to see   
what they are buying.

however, the city has   
more facilities.
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✂

✂

Most people would prefer to see a film …

I’d rather shop in a supermarket …

Football is an exciting sport …

Shopping on the Internet is easy …

Living in the countryside is healthy …


